
Mindful Movement Basics

BENEFITS
Improved self awareness & posture
Enhanced enjoyment for exercise
Reduction in pain & risk of injury
Improved body & self acceptance 
Enhanced patience, focus, learning & memory
Increased efficiency of movement & performance
Better balance & ease of movementGUIDELINES

Pay attention to body sensations such as tightness, looseness, lightness, heaviness,
pain, cold or warmth.  Listen to the sound of your breath in your body.  Feel your
muscles and limbs move while they move.  Bring your attention back to your body
when your mind starts to focus on something else.
Practice gratitude and curiosity with the feel of your body moving and your breath
within your body.
Notice without judgment and with curiosity any thoughts or emotions arise regarding
your body image, acceptance love and/or your movements.
Be mindful of your posture first and then move from that position and connection to
your breath.
Listen mindfully to the signals your body is telling you in order to adjust the movement
if needed to care for your body.
Practice self-care and gratitude with your body while you are moving or relaxing
muscles.  Honor your body's need to move and be challenged as well as rest.

Mindfulness is paying attention on purpose to what is going 
on in this moment, without judgment and with kindness.

Mindful Movement is being present with and in your body while moving.

Please check with your physician before beginning any exercise program.
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MINDFUL MOVEMENTS FOR HEALTHY
POSTURE AND STRESS REDUCTION

Stand or sit in a mindful position to tune in with body and breath without
judgment, with kindness and gratitude.  Take 5 deep breaths working towards
making your exhale twice as long as your inhale.  If desired, repeat "I am" on
your inhale and "calm" on your exhale silently in your head.
Notice your posture. Press thighs back, engage core, lift through torso, bring
shoulders and ears back and in line with hips.  Notice what body parts feel
good, any pain, tightness, or emotions with your posture.

1. Washing Machine
Releases tension in muscles. Ground feet, rotate torso and
sway arms side to side in a relaxed manner. Do for 30-60
seconds. Inhale to one side, exhale to other.

2. Standing Hip Flexor Stretch
Stretches front of hip to reduce stress on low back
and improves breathing with side stretch. Focus on
grounding feet. Press shoulders over hips and pull
away from back leg. Hold 30-60 seconds.

3. Standing Chest Stretch
Stretches front of chest to reduce stress on shoulders and neck. Focus
on grounding feet. Inhale to lengthen your sides and pull shoulders
back. Do a slight backbend with core engaged. Hold strap in hands
behind back or put one hand on wall if needed.  Hold 30-60 seconds.

5. Body Scan*

Lie flat or keep feet on
ground with bent knees. 
Mindfully scan your feet,
legs, back, arms,
shoulders and jaw/head. 
End with feeling your
breath in your body to
induce relaxation. 1-2
minutes or longer if able.

4. Lying Spinal Twist w/ Shoulder
Stretch*

Rotationally stretches back for
spinal range of motion. Stretches
back of shoulder. Grab elbows
and pull away from knees. 
Engage core slightly to protect
back. Mindfully move back and
forth with breath for 30-60
seconds. Then hold the stretch
for the last 30-60 seconds.

*#4 and #5 can also be done sitting in a chair


